Perennials and grasses are a great focal point for a mixed container. They add wonderful texture, structure and color to a combination. Jamie shows you how to create the perfect pairing of plants and containers for season long color.

Proven Winners Plants® (Left to right)
Fruit Punch® ‘Maraschino’ Dianthus
Dolce® Silver Gumdop Heuchera - a 2017 intro  
(recommend Dolce® Blackbery Ice Heuchera for Spring 2016)
Diamond Delight™ Euphorbia (not mentioned)
Graceful Grasses® Dwarf Purple Fountain Grass Pennisetum (not mentioned)
* shown below, QuickSilver™ Artemesia - a 2017 intro

Primo™ ‘Black Pearl’ Heuchera - a 2017 intro  
(recommend Dolce® Brazen Raisin Heuchera for Spring 2016)
SunSATIA® Blood Orange Nemesia
Graceful Grasses® Dwarf Purple Fountain Grass Pennisetum (not mentioned)

Crescent Garden® Containers
Pandora 19” Planter in Weathered Stone